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Previous Research

Feature Selection Methodology

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a fatal brain disease characterized by

impairments in memory, language, reasoning, and cognition. It is the

leading neurodegenerative disorder afflicting the elderly, accounting

for 70% of dementia cases. AD currently affects 36 million people

globally, however it is estimated to reach 115 million by 2050. Despite

its prevalence, internationally just one in four patients are

diagnosed. Identifying AD in its earliest stages is crucial. It allows

patients to get the best possible treatments that can effectively slow the

neurodegenerative decline; several medications and clinical trials exist

for the mildest stages. It also allows patients time to make crucial

decisions regarding caregiving and financials that ensure the best

future quality of life.

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is a well-known precursor to

dementia, acting as a ‘middle stage’ between normal aging and the

earliest stages of Alzheimer’s. Furthermore, while MCI represents a

slight cognitive decline, the annual conversion rate from to AD is just

10%. Currently, no tests exist to diagnose MCI and identify MCI

patients likely to convert to AD in the future. In particular, predicting

the progression of MCI to AD remains a major unfulfilled goal in

current literature.

This study proposes the development of a machine learning tool to

accurately diagnose AD and identify high-risk MCI patients from

clinical and proteomic profiles. Hybrid feature selection approaches

will be used to identify the most crucial clinical/protein biomarkers,

leading to the development of accurate diagnostic models.

Past research focused on

identifying biomarkers

(biological indicators of

pathological processes

associated with

conversion to AD) to

detect the disease earlier.
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Future Research

Discussion of Results

• Training models on a larger database of patient samples to increase

diagnostic accuracy.

• Analyzing how the predictive performance of the second model

varies with a patient’s time-to-progression.

• Analyzing how error propagation from the first layer to the second

layer may impact the overall performance of the application.

• Training the second model with experimentally obtained six-month

patient data rather than imputed/calculated data.

Detecting Alzheimer’s disease in its earliest stages is crucial.

Treatments are most effective at slowing the neurodegenerative decline

in early stages. Furthermore, early detection allows patients to enter

clinical trials, participate in research, and time to make crucial future

decisions. Yet, currently no accurate early diagnosis tests exist. In this

research I present a new approach to early detection: a machine

learning tool that uses a novel combination of protein biomarkers and

neuropsychological exams to detect AD and identify Mild Cognitive

Impairment (MCI) patients who will progress to AD in the future.

An innovative hierarchical computational framework was designed,

splitting the tool into two classification “layers” (models). My

computational experiments were conducted on a set of patient profiles

downloaded from the online ADNI database. For each classification

model, I developed a novel hybrid approach to finding the optimal

subset of discriminative biomarkers to use for classification. These two

approaches fused univariate and multivariate methods to

computationally consider both a potential biomarker’s individual value,

and how interdependencies with other biomarkers impact predictive

value.

The first classification layer aimed to generate a baseline diagnosis of

healthy, MCI, or AD based on analysis of patient proteomic profiles.

The final Random Forest model achieved an ROC accuracy of 0.91.

For patients identified as MCI, the second classification layer analyzed

both proteomic and neuropsychological profiles to predict whether they

will progress to AD within 6-36 months in the future. This model

achieved an ROC accuracy of 0.92. Both models’ accuracies far

outperformed prior research.

2nd Classification Layer: 

Final Model

Conclusions

All aspects of the engineering goal were met or exceeded. This study

contributes to past research on the topic in the following ways:

• A hierarchical framework was designed, allowing the application to

generate a patient baseline diagnosis and identify high-risk MCI

patients.

• Two hybrid feature selection methods were developed, that could

screen patient proteomic or neuropsychological data and select an

optimal subset of discriminatory biomarkers.

• Past efforts to develop similar machine learning tools relied on data

obtained from MRI scans, PET scans, and cerebrospinal fluid. The

tool developed herein relies solely on data obtained from the blood,

and neuropsychological exams, thus enabling doctors to obtain high-

accuracy early diagnoses using more time-efficient, cheap, non-

invasive methods.

1st Classification Layer: Baseline Diagnosis

Proteomic and neuropsychological profiles

for 560 patients were downloaded from the

Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging

Initiative (ADNI) online database. Each

raw proteomic profile measures the

intensity of 148 protein analytes. Each raw

neuropsychological profile contained 17

scores based on 7 exams. Scaling and

centering were performed on all profiles.

This standardized the data and allowed for

the evaluation/comparison of features

measured on different scales.

Data Preprocessing: Centering and Scaling

2nd Classification Layer: Predicting MCI-to-AD Progression

Biomarkers have been discovered in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and

PET scans. However, CSF is collected through lumbar punctures

(spinal taps), an invasive procedure that presents dangerous risks for

patients with certain pre-existing conditions. Both lumbar punctures

and PET scans are also quite cost-prohibitive, making them impractical

as mass screening tests. Furthermore, while these biomarkers are

useful in detecting AD, they are far less reliable in predicting MCI-to-

AD conversion. In contrast, the discovery of powerful blood-based

biomarkers would accelerate the development of an accurate blood-test

for AD, which would provide a cheaper, time-efficient, and accessible

mass screening test to discover a higher percentage of early-stage

cases. However, there are currently no known blood-based biomarkers.

Fig. 3. Diagram of proposed feature 

selection methodology.

Fig. 1. Graph of established biomarker progression over

time (image courtesy of Pawlowski et al)

Hierarchical Framework Design

A hierarchical classification framework was designed. The first

classification layer is a machine learning model that considers patient

proteomic profiles to provide a baseline diagnosis of healthy, MCI, or

AD. Patients classified as MCI are passed to the second model, which

considers proteomic and neuropsychological information to identify

which patients convert to AD in the future.

Fig. 2. Diagram of hierarchical framework computational structure

In machine learning, features are the disease biomarker variables

considered in making predictions Feature selection is performed to

reduce high dimensionality and extract an optimal set of discriminative

biomarkers. Identification of the most important biomarkers is crucial

to success; including unimportant biomarkers usually leads to

inaccurate predictions.

In the first model of the hierarchical framework, features are defined as

proteins in the blood and their relative abundancy. In the second model,

features include both blood proteins and the results of various

neuropsychological exams. For each model I designed a novel feature

selection method that fuses univariate and multivariate approaches to

find optimal biomarkers for the respective diagnostic classes.

Protein Distributions Before Preprocessing Protein Distributions After Preprocessing

Fig. 4a-b. Results of preprocessing proteomic profiles on the distributions of 10 protein analytes.

PART 1: INITIAL UNIVARIATE FILTERING WITH T-TESTS 

CN T-Test Results MCI T-Test Results AD T-Test Results

T-tests are typically used to measure feature importance with relation to two possible diagnostic classes. This dataset included three classes (CN,

MCI, AD). Thus, three t-tests were conducted. In each t-test, for each protein the resultant p-value indicates its ability to discriminate one of the

diagnostic classes. High p-values indicate low discriminative value; thus 60 proteins with p-values above 0.05 in all three t-tests were discarded.

Fig. 5a-c. T-test results: Peaks highlighted in grey obtained p-values greater than 0.05 in all three t-tests, thus they were deemed unimportant and eliminated from consideration for classification.

PART 2: DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION USING LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS: 

CN Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) Curve MCI ROC Curve AD ROC Curve

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is used to find a linear combination of the various features that maximize separation between the diagnostic

classes. In this case, LDA captured the most important underlying patterns found in the 88 protein biomarkers in the form of two “linear

components” (see fig. 6). These two linear components were then used as the final biomarker set to train a Random Forest machine learning model.

The final model achieved an overall accuracy of 91% in diagnosing patients as healthy, MCI, or AD based on their linear components.

These results outperforms prior research, demonstrating that the integration of univariate and multivariate feature selection methods drove the

selection of optimal biomarkers

Fig. 6 (left). Graph of each patient’s linear components, showing how LDA maximizes separation between the diagnostic classes. Fig 7a-c (right).Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC ) curve plots for the final

diagnostic model. Each ROC plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate for one of the diagnostic classes. Accuracy in diagnosing a particular disease state is measured by area under the curve (AUC accuracy).

PART 1: PROTEOMIC PROFILE FEATURE SELECTION:

For the second classification model, data from a subset of 368 MCI patients was used. For each patient, neuropsychological profiles taken at the

baseline point, 6-month stage, and 12-month stage were available, resulting in 1004 total observations in the dataset. Proteomic profiles were only

taken at baseline and 12-month stages. 6-month stage proteomic data was imputed using the mean of baseline & 12-month values for each patient.

Fig. 8. T-test results for proteomic data

Fig. 9. SFS profile for the proteomic data Fig. 10. Performance improved by each additional protein in SFS

Fig. 11.

ROC curve for protein-

based model

SFS Random Forest Profile SFS: Performance Value Added per Feature

Proteomic T-Test Results

The final Random Forest model was trained using a combined panel

of the final protein biomarkers and neuropsychological biomarkers

(20 in total).

ROC 

Accuracy
0.92

Sensitivity 0.90

Specificity 0.81

Best Model (Random Forest with combined biomarkers)

ROC Curve

Results Summary

Fig. 16. ROC curve plot of the final

diagnostic model.
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6 Top-Ranked Biomarkers

Protein Neuropsych

Top-Ranked Biomarker Distributions

Fig. 17. Comparison of MCI-conversion and MCI-non-conversion distributions for the 3 top-

ranked protein biomarkers, and 3 top-ranked neuropsychological exam scores.

ROC Curve

Upon testing with ten-fold

cross-validation, the

model achieved a 92%

ROC accuracy in

predicting MCI-to-AD

progression within a 6-

36 month timeframe.

PART 2: NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE FEATURE SELECTION:
Fig. 12. T-test results for

neuropsychological data.

Due to an extremely skewed

distribution of p-values, the

–log(pvalue) was plotted.

Fig. 13. SFS profile for the neuropsychological

data
Fig. 14. Performance improved by each additional sub-score feature in SFS Fig. 15. ROC curve for neuropsych-based model

SFS: Performance Value Added per Feature ROC CurveSFS Random Forest Profile

A t-test was first conducted. All features were assigned p-values

above 0.05; thus none were discarded. SFS then narrowed the 18

features to a final set of 8 sub-scores from 5 exams. A Random Forest

model was trained on this feature set; the model achieved a 79%

ROC accuracy and demonstrated a smaller sensitivity-specificity gap

than the protein-based model. This may indicate that

neuropsychological results are more important in predicting

progression to AD.

Neuropsychological T-Test Results

A t-test was first conducted; 125 proteins with p-values above 0.05 were discarded.

Sequential Feature Selection (SFS) was then used to narrow the final 23 proteins to an

optimal subset of 12 biomarkers, and build a Random Forest model that considered these

biomarkers to predict MCI-to-AD progression. This model achieved a 73% ROC accuracy,

with tradeoffs between sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate).


